Subjective Evaluation of Correlation of Melody Length and Melodic Similarity Based on a Music Theory
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Abstract—This paper studies to measure similarity of melodies based on Implication-Realization Model (IRM), a music theory that abstracts music and then expresses music through symbol sequences based on information constituting the music such as pitch, rhythm, and rests and so on. The model employed in this paper is an extended one that is much more appropriate to measuring similarity of melodies. Compared with the symbols of the original IRM, the extended model employs finer grained symbols by simply distinguishing up and down of interval directions and by dividing each most symbols of the original IRM into two extended symbols. Based on such a fundamental framework of measuring similarity of melodies by an extended IRM, the major focus of this paper is to claim that the similarity measure studied in this paper has a certain correlation with subjective human judgments on melodic similarities. Furthermore, this paper examines the correlation between melody length and subjective human judgments on melodic similarities. It is quite remarkable to note the result of this analysis: i.e., the smaller the melody length is, the more similar the pair of melodies is judged to be by human subjects, even though their similarities based on the extended IRM are measured to be almost in the same range. Thus, we conclude that it is necessary to introduce a much finer-grained similarity measure which is designed to be more sensitive to melody length and to coincide with the results of subjective human judgments.

Index Terms—music theory, melodic similarity, implication-Realization Model (IRM)

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper studies to measure similarity of melodies based on Implication-Realization Model (IRM) [1], [2], a music theory that abstracts music and then expresses music through symbol sequences based on information constituting the music such as pitch, rhythm, and rests and so on. The model employed in this paper is an extended one that is much more appropriate to measuring similarity of melodies. Compared with the symbols of the original IRM, the extended model employs finer grained symbols by simply distinguishing up and down of interval directions and by dividing each most symbols of the original IRM into two extended symbols. In this framework of the extended IRM, a parser is also developed, where it transforms tone sequence of an input melody into a sequence of the extended IRM symbols. When implementing this extended IRM parser, parameters such as thresholds of intervals are examined and an optimal set of parameters is obtained through empirical evaluation.

Based on such a fundamental framework of measuring similarity of melodies by an extended IRM, the major focus of this paper is to claim that the similarity measure studied in this paper has a certain correlation with subjective human judgments on melodic similarities. Furthermore, this paper examines the correlation between melody length and subjective human judgments on melodic similarities. It is quite remarkable to note the result of this analysis: i.e., the smaller the melody length is, the more similar the pair of melodies is judged to be by human subjects, even though their similarities based on the extended IRM are measured to be almost in the same range. Thus, we conclude that it is necessary to introduce a much finer-grained similarity measure which is designed to be more sensitive to melody length and to coincide with the results of subjective human judgments.

Previous approaches to measuring similarity of melodies include those based on acoustic features of melodies such as based on spectral analysis [3], [4] and discrete Fourier transform [5]. Our approach is different from those previous works in that we represent melodies constituting the music such as pitch, rhythm, and rests and so on. The model employed in this paper is an extended one that is much more appropriate to measuring similarity of melodies. Compared with the symbols of the original IRM, the extended model employs finer grained symbols by simply distinguishing up and down of interval directions and by dividing each most symbols of the original IRM into two extended symbols. In this framework of the extended IRM, a parser is also developed, where it transforms tone sequence of an input melody into a sequence of the extended IRM symbols. When implementing this extended IRM parser, parameters such as thresholds of intervals are examined and an optimal set of parameters is obtained through empirical evaluation.
through symbols of a music theory rather than through acoustic features. One of the most important advantages of our approach is that it is quite easy for our approach based on a music theory to abstract melodies in terms of symbols of the music theory. With this advantage, it becomes possible to realize flexible similarity measure that is quite suitable to human’s sense of melody similarity.

Among other approaches to measuring similarity of melodies, Grachten et al. [6] proposed to measure similarity of melodies based on the symbols of the original IRM. However, it has been already shown that the original symbols of IRM perform worse than the extended IRM symbols [7].

II. RELATED WORK

There exist several approaches to measuring similarities of melodies proposed so far. One approach is based on technique of considering users’ preferences that can be collected from users’ records of selecting favorite melodies. Hoashi et al. [8] proposed a method for selecting the user’s favorite melodies by generating vectors representing the user preference from the melodies selected by the user and by collecting melodies that are similar to the user’s favorites. Vignoli and Pauws [9] also proposed to represent vectors of melodies according to the weighted sum of the features such as tones, genre, tempo, year of the release, and the atmosphere of the music, and then to incorporate users’ preference into the vector representation by asking users’ to tune the weights of the features. Lampropoulos et al. [10] also proposed to select similar melodies using neural networks trained with acoustic features, aiming at realizing personalized music similarity.

Another approach to representing similarities of melodies is based on representing similarity of melodies through objective acoustic features. Previous work includes a technique of employing spectral analysis of melodies and then introducing a distance metric of the analyzed results [3], [4], that of applying discrete Fourier transform to the melodies and detecting patterns of phrases [5], that of introducing MFCC features [11]), and that of introducing features based on spectrum shape [12].

One of other approaches is an attempt to representing melodies through symbols rather than through musical features. Doraisamy and Ruger [13] proposed to transform a tone sequence into a symbol sequence and then to measure the similarity of the symbol sequences. One of the disadvantages of this approach is that it is not capable of considering structure of the melodies when measuring the similarity of melodies. One other approach is to employ the results of analyzing melodies through a music theory in the task of measuring similarity of melodies. GTTM (Generative Theory of Tonal Music) [14], [15] is an example of implementing a music theory. Hirata et al. [16] proposed to measure similarity of melodies through GTTM, where the similarity is measured according to the way the hierarchical time span tree branches, as well as tones under the branches in the tree. One of the major drawbacks of this approach is that it can measure the similarity of melodies only when the two melodies are almost the same.

Compared with those previous approaches, the method employed in this paper is based on an extension of another music theory, IRM, and we realize to abstract melodies through the framework of the extended IRM symbols. One of the major advantages of this approach is that the similarity measure studied in this paper is capable of measuring similarity not only of the almost the same melodies, but also of rather less similar pairs of melodies appropriately.

III. ANNOTATING SYMBOLS OF EXTENDED IMPLICATION-REALIZATION MODEL

A. Implication-Realization Model (IRM)

The IRM is a music theory, proposed by Eugene Narmour. The IRM abstracts music and then expresses music according to symbol sequences based on information constituting the music such as pitch, rhythm, and rests and so on (Fig. 1).

When analyzing melody using the IRM, we have the following two steps. The first step is to enclose the tones successively with a bracket. The bracket is an important structure when abstracting melodies. In the procedure of bracket abstraction, first, a large tone column group is created in order to detect the location where the bracket is interrupted. A bracket containing three successive tones is then formed from the beginning to the end of the group. A set of three tones cannot form a bracket, if there are only one or two tones. In such a case, we re-structure the tones sequence and then form a bracket. The second step of analyzing a melody using the IRM is to assign a symbol to each bracket. Tones enclosed in brackets are assigned a symbol and are called basic structures.

There are two important points in assigning symbols. The first point is the pitch of the current two to three consecutive tones. The second point is the interval direction. There are ten basic structures in the IRM; eight types of symbols include three tones in a bracket (Fig. 2), one “dyad” includes two tones in a bracket, and one “monad” includes one tone in a bracket (Fig. 3).
For example, “IP” in Fig. 1 includes three tones in a bracket and is assigned the feature of “down sound up a narrow pitch”. The tonal row with tones enclosed in various brackets is analyzed based on the basic structures.

B. Extended Symbols of Implication-Realization Model

Original IRM has eight symbols, where they are too coarse-grained in terms of abstracting melodies into symbols and measuring similarities of melodies represented by symbols. This section describes how to extend seven of original symbols into 14 symbols. Fig. 4 shows an example of introducing two extended symbols by dividing one symbol of the original IRM into two symbols of the extended IRM. In this example, as shown in the figure, the original symbol “IR” represents that, for the three tones in a bracket, directions of the changes between two consecutive tones are the same, i.e., down and down, or up and up. Then, these two cases “down and down” and “up and up” are divided into two extended symbols as “IRd” (representing “down and down”) and “IRu” (representing “up and up”).

Fig. 5 illustrates all the cases of dividing seven symbols of the original IRM into 14 extended symbols. More specifically, “P”, “IP”, “VP”, “ID”, “IR”, “R”, and “VR” are divided into “Pu” and “Pd”, “IPu” and “IPd”, “VPu” and “VPd”, “IDu” and “IDd”, “IRu” and “IRd”, “Ru” and “Rd”, and “VPu” and “VPd”, respectively.

C. Implication-Realization Model Parser for Annotating Extended Symbols

This section describes how to implement IRM parser for annotating extended symbols of IRM.

Suppose that we are given a sequence $t_1, \ldots, t_m$ of tones. First, the parser detects the changes of tone values or rests, and segments the sequence into sub-sequences so that each sub-sequence includes neither tone value change nor rest. Then, the parser parses each sub-sequence of tones into a sequence of brackets, by segmenting 3 consecutive tones within a sub-sequence into a bracket. Here, the parser segments 3 tones in a way that two consecutive brackets share a tone which locates at the third tone position of the preceding bracket as well as the first tone position of the subsequent bracket. The way the parser segments a sub-sequence of tones into a sequence of brackets is categorized into four cases according to the number $k$ of extended symbols in the sub-sequence:

1) $k = 1$,

2) $k = 2$,

3) $k = 2n + 1$ ($n \geq 1$)

4) $k = 2n + 2$ ($n \geq 1$).

When the sub-sequence consists of only one or two tones, then the parser segments the tones into a single bracket, where the symbols “monad” or “dyad” are to be annotated. Otherwise, the sub-sequence is segmented into a sequence of 3 consecutive tones (case 3) or a sequence of 3 consecutive tones plus 2 consecutive tones (case 4).

Next, to each bracket consisting of three consecutive tones, the parser annotates one of the 15 extended symbols listed in Fig. 5 according to the definition of those extended symbols in Fig. 5. Here, we follow the examples in the original IRM literature [1], [2] and define “large interval” as where the interval is larger than or equal to 6 degree, while “small interval” as where it is smaller than or equal to 5 degree. In the evaluation of this paper, we obtained the best performance with this definition among other definitions of “large”/“small” intervals.
IV. SIMILARITY OF EXTENDED IRM SYMBOL SEQUENCES

This section describes how we calculate the similarity between sequences of symbols of extended IRM as well as those of the original IRM. First, let $Seq_1$ and $Seq_2$ be the two sequences of symbols of the extended IRM or those of the original IRM. We measure the similarity of $Seq_1$ and $Seq_2$ by a python library for calculating n-gram similarity of two strings, which is available at https://github.com/gpoulter/python-ngram. Let $N$ be the length of the fragmental sub-sequence considered in this procedure of calculating the similarity. Then, this library measures the similarity of $Seq_1$ and $Seq_2$ by counting the number of fragmental sub-sequence of symbols which has the length $N$ and is shared by the two sequences. Let $M$ be the number of fragmental sub-sequences of symbols that are shared by the two sequences. The following formula gives the definition of the similarity $Sim$ of two sequences $Seq_1$ and $Seq_2$ of symbols:

$$Sim(Seq_1, Seq_2) = \frac{M}{A}$$

$$A = (|Seq_1|+2(N-1)) + (|Seq_2|+2(N-1)) - 2N - M + 2$$

Figure 6. Procedure of calculating similarity between sequences of symbols of extended IRM (1).
Fig. 7. Procedure of calculating similarity between sequences of symbols of extended IRM (2).
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**TABLE I. EXAMPLES OF CALCULATING SIMILARITIES BETWEEN SEQUENCES OF SYMBOLS OF EXTENDED IRM (RED SYMBOLS ARE DIFFERENCES OF SEQ₁ AND SEQ₂)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sim(Seq₁, Seq₂)</th>
<th>Extended symbols</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.8951</td>
<td>Seq₁: R Pu P D Dil dyad Pu Pu Ru Dl monad...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8234</td>
<td>Seq₁: R Pu P D Dil dyad Pu Pu Ru Dl monad...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6981</td>
<td>Seq₁: D Pu P D monad...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9574</td>
<td>Seq₁: D D monad...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 illustrate the procedure of calculating the similarity between two sequences of symbols.

For each of the similarity values around 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9, Table I also lists examples of calculating similarities between sequences of symbols. Those are actual examples of calculating similarities between melodies used in the evaluation of this paper.

**V. EVALUATION**

**A. Evaluation Procedure**

We evaluate the similarity measure using the 5,000 songs extracted from the Essen Folksong database. For each of the 5,000 songs, the IRM parser for the extended symbols parses the sequence of tones into the sequence of the extended IRM symbols.

Since one of the major objectives of this paper is to examine the correlation between melody length and subjective human judgments on melodic similarities, we first restrict the number of constituent symbols of the songs for evaluation within the range from 4 to 90. Then, we have 3,159 songs out of the total 5,000, where their distribution of the number of symbols constituting each song is as shown in Fig. 8. Next, we divide the set of those 3,159 songs into the following nine subsets according to the number of symbols constituting each song:

- (a) songs constituting 4~10 symbols
- (b) songs constituting 11~20 symbols
- (c) songs constituting 21~30 symbols
- (d) songs constituting 31~40 symbols
- (e) songs constituting 41~50 symbols
- (f) songs constituting 51~60 symbols
- (g) songs constituting 61~70 symbols
- (h) songs constituting 71~80 symbols
- (i) songs constituting 81~90 symbols

Then, within each subset, we calculate similarities of all the pair of two songs. Note here that we calculate similarities of the pair of two songs whose lengths are only within the same range. And, for each subset, we consider the following (at most) nine similarity ranges:

\[ 0.87 + 0.02i < \text{similarity} \leq 0.87 + 0.02 (i + 1) \]  
\[ (i = 0, \ldots, 3) \]

\[ 0.95 + 0.01i < \text{similarity} \leq 0.95 + 0.01 (i + 1) \]  
\[ (i = 0, \ldots, 4) \]

Then, for each subset and for each of the total nine similarity ranges, we randomly pickup five pair of two songs and (at most) 45 pairs in total for subjective human judgment evaluation. Each subject listened to all the pairs of two songs in random order without duplication. Every time he/she listened to a pair of two songs, he/she was asked as how similar were the two songs and was requested to rank with a 5-point scale: 5-point: very similar, 4-point: similar, 3-point: neutral, 2-point: different, 1-point: very different.

**B. Evaluation Results**

For the total nine subsets (a) to (i), each of Fig. 9 to Fig. 13 compares the results of subjective human judgments among the (at most) nine similarity ranges. Within each subset, by comparing the results of subjective human judgments among (at most) nine similarity ranges, it is clear that the similarity measure has a certain correlation with subjective human judgments: the higher the similarity value is, the higher the score of subjective human judgment is. Furthermore, by comparing the results of subjective human judgments among the nine subsets (i.e., Fig. 9 to Fig. 13), it is also clear that the smaller the number of constituent symbols is, the higher the score of subjective human judgment is. In other words, the smaller the melody length is, the more
similar the pair of melodies is judged to be by human subjects, even though their similarities based on the extended IRM are measured to be almost in the same range. From this subjective evaluation result, we conclude that, as future work, it is necessary to invent a much finer-grained similarity measure, which is designed to be more sensitive to melody length and to be coinciding with the results of subjective human judgments.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper studied to measure similarity of melodies based on Implication-Realization Model (IRM), a music theory that abstracts music and then expresses music through symbol sequences based on information constituting the music such as pitch, rhythm, and rests and so on. The model employed in this paper is an extended one that is much more appropriate to measuring similarity of melodies. Then, this paper successfully claimed that the similarity measure studied in this paper has a certain correlation with subjective human judgments on melodic similarities. Furthermore, this paper examined the correlation between melody length and subjective human judgments on melodic similarities. It is quite remarkable to note the result of this analysis: i.e., the smaller the melody length is, the more similar the pair of melodies is judged to be by human subjects, even though their similarities based on the extended IRM are measured to be almost in the same range. We finally concluded that it is necessary to invent a much finer-grained similarity measure which is designed to be more sensitive to melody length and to be coincide with the results of subjective human judgments.

Future work includes applying the similarity measure to melodies of genres other than folk songs. And, based on those experimental evaluation results, it is definitely necessary to design a much-finer-grained similarity measure that is sensitive to melody length. Another future work includes further extending the extended IRM symbols studied in this paper by incorporating long distance structures such as typical musical structures. We are also planning to invent a machine learning based IRM parser, which overcoming limitation of the rule-based IRM parser, employed in this paper.
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